
Vincor Canada is Canada’s largest producer and marketer of wine and related products. Their leading wine brands include 
Jackson-Triggs, Sawmill Creek and Inniskilin. 

THE CHALLENGE:  
Vincor Canada was working on a cellar expansion project of approximately 15,600 square feet, including 600 feet of coving, and 
strongly desired to move away from the traditional philosophy of cellars being a dark, industrial and monotone environment.  

In addition to requiring outstanding chemical and stain resistance, the client wanted to combine high performance with unique 
aesthetics.  Wine cellars can be especially challenging due to the acids found in wine spills, and with the caustics used to routinely 
clean the floors.

THE STONHARD SOLUTION:  
The Stonhard team recommended a custom system that would meet all of the specified requirements.  In addition, combining 
the HRI base with the Stonseal CA7 allowed for a more cost-effective solution

Stonshield HRI provides an aesthetically pleasing, slip resistant surface that is also durable, chemical resistant and easy to clean.
Stonseal CA7 sealer hardens to an attractive gloss finish and is formulated to increase abrasion and chemical resistance.
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Expect performance from start to finish. From design specifications, to project management, to  

the final walk through, Stonhard works with you to ensure complete satisfaction on every project.

A turnkey approach means you’ll receive high quality products and installations consistently.  

From people, to products and services, quality and dependability are a constant with Stonhard. 

The single source warranty is Stonhard’s pledge of responsibility. Our 

Territory Managers and Field Engineers are dedicated to your satisfaction. Site 

supervision and service are standard across the country and around the world. 

Each Stonhard project receives attention on every level — multi-phase or small projects, from start 

to finish. Our Territory Managers,  

Project Managers, and over 65 application teams, are your single source partners assuring quality  

control and integrated and flexible scheduling. 
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